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(OPERATIONAL HANDICAP) NOM DIR
FRAN (FOR LAVELL)

SYNOPSIS

RE DIR 17062 (CUT 6015)

1. HAVE BEEN NOTIFIED UNDER NAME FABRIS, PASSING AT PARK HOTEL, KOLENSTRAAT, THE
NAME FOR THREE DAYS 17-19 APRIL.

2. WILL SHE BE ACCOMPANIED BY LAVELL? IF SO, LAVELL SHOULD CONTACT FABRIS AT
112269 DURING OFFICE HOURS, OR AT WAGSTAFF 3267 DURING EVENING.

3. IF NOT ACCOMPANIED, THEN PASSING WILL BE CONTACTED AT HOTEL DURING AFTER-
NOON OF 17 APRIL BY MR. HERSTEN. IF ARRIVES EVENING 17 APRIL WILL BE CONTACTED
MORNING 18 APRIL.

4. ADVISE TIME OF ARRIVAL.

5. FOR DIR: HERSTEN IS SJF. 40

END OF MESSAGE
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